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Uppercase 9/11pt

AÁĂẮẶẰẲẴÂẤẬẦẨẪÄẠÀẢĀĄÅǺÃÆǼBCĆČÇĈĊDÐĎĐEÉĔĚÊẾỆỀỂỄËĖẸÈẺ 
ĒĘẼƏFGĞǦĜĢĠḠHĦĤIĲÍĬÎÏİỊÌỈĪĮĨJJĴKĶLĹĽĻĿŁMNŃŇŅƝÑŊOÓŎÔỐỘỒỔ
ỖÖỌÒỎƠỚỢỜỞỠŐŌǪØǾÕŒPÞQRŔŘŖSŚꞋŠŞŜȘẞTŦŤŢȚUÚŬÛÜỤÙỦƯ
ỨỰỪỬỮŰŪŲŮŨVWẂŴẄẀXYÝŶŸỴỲỶȲỸZŹŽŻ

Lowercase

aáăắặằẳẵâấậầẩẫäạàảāąåǻãæǽbcćčçĉċdðďđeéĕěêếệềểễëėẹèẻēęẽəf-
gğǧĝģġḡhħĥiıí ĭ î ïịìỉĳīįĩjȷjĵkķĸlĺľļŀłmnńŉňņɲñŋoóŏôốộồổỗöọòỏơớợờởỡ
őōǫøǿõœpþqrŕřŗsśꞌšşŝșßtŧťţțẗuúŭûüụùủưứựừửữűūųůũvwẃŵẅẁxyýŷ
ÿỵỳỷȳỹzźžżªº

Small Caps

aáăắặằẳẵâấậầẩẫäạàảāąåǻãæǽbcćčçĉċdðďđeéĕěêếệềểễëėẹèẻēęẽəf-
gğǧĝģġḡhħĥiıí ĭ î ïịìỉĳīįĩjȷjĵkķĸlĺľļŀłmnńŉňņɲñŋoóŏôốộồổỗöọòỏơớợ
ờởỡőōǫøǿõœpþqrŕřŗsśꞌšşŝșsstŧťţțẗuúŭûüụùủưứựừửữűūųůũvwẃŵ
ẅẁxyýŷÿỵỳỷȳỹzźžżªº

Small Caps (Punctuation & Symbols)

¡!¿?⸘‽·•*-–—(){}[]“”‘’«»‹›”’ƒ฿@&©№¢$€₴₺₽₹₪£¥%‰

Case Sensitive (Punctuation & Symbols)

:;¡¿⸘·-–—(){}[]«»‹›§

Figures (Proportional)

0123456789 0123456789

Figures (Tabular)

0123456789 0123456789

Figures (Inferiors & Superiors)

 0123456789 0123456789

Fractions

½ ↉ ⅓ ⅔ ¼ ¾ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅐ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ⅑ ⅒

Punctuation

 .,:;…¡!¿?⸘‽·•*#/\-–—_(){}[]‚„“”‘’«»‹›”’

Basic Symbols

&@¶§©℗™℠®′″|¦°†‡℮№

Currency

$₫€₴₺₽₹₪£¥ƒ฿¢¤

Math Symbols

≡+−×÷=≠><≥≤±≈~¬^∞⌀∅∫∆∏∑Ωπµ∂√%‰

Arrows & Geometry

↑↗→↘↓↙←↖↔↕↻◌◆◇◊■□▲▶▼◀△▷▽◁

Diacritical Marks

 ̈ ˙`´˝ˆˇ˘˚˜¯¸˛

Glyphs
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Chapter I: Down the Rabbit-Hole

ALICE wAs bEgInnIng to gEt vEry tIrEd of sitting by her sister 
on the bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice she 
had peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had 
no pictures or conversations in it, “and what is the use of 
a book,” thought Alice, “without pictures or conversations?”

So she was considering in her own mind (as well as she 
could, for the hot day made her feel very sleepy and 
stupid) whether the pleasure of making a daisy-chain would 
be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, 
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran close 
by her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Al-
ice think it so very much out of the way to hear the Rabbit 
say to itself, “Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!” (when 
she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to her that 
she ought to have wondered at this, but at the time it all 
seemed quite natural); but when the Rabbit actually took 
a watch out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it,and 
then hurried on, Alice started to her feet, for it flashed 
across her mind that she had never before seen a rabbit 
with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch 
to take out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across 
the field after it, and was just in time to see it pop down 
a large rabbit-hole under the hedge.

In another moment down went Alice after it, never once 
considering how in the world she was to get out again.

The rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some 
way, and then dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that 
Alice had not a moment to think about stopping herself 
before she found herself falling down what seemed to be 
a very deep well.

Either the well was very deep, or she fell very slowly, for 
she had plenty of time as she went down to look about her, 
and to wonder what was going to happen next. First, she 
tried to look down and make out what she was coming to, 
but it was too dark to see anything; then she looked at the 
sides of the well and noticed that they were filled with cup-
boards and book-shelves: here and there she saw maps and 
pictures hung upon pegs. She took down a jar from one of 
the shelves as she passed; it was labelled “orAngE MArMA-
LAdE,” but to her disappointment it was empty; she did not 
like to drop the jar for fear of killing somebody underneath, 
so managed to put it into one of the cupboards as she fell 
past it.

“Well!” thought Alice to herself. “After such a fall as this, 
I shall think nothing of tumbling down stairs! How brave 
they’ll all think me at home! Why, I wouldn’t say anything 
about it, even if I fell off the top of the house!” (Which was 
very likely true.)

Down, down, down. Would the fall never come to an 
end? “I wonder how many miles I’ve fallen by this time?” she 
said aloud. “I must be getting somewhere near the centre 
of the earth. Let me see: that would be four thousand miles 
down. I think—” (for, you see, Alice had learnt several things 
of this sort in her lessons in the schoolroom, and though 
this was not a very good opportunity for showing off her 
knowledge, as there was no one to listen to her, still it was 

good practice to say it over) “—yes, that’s about the right 
distance—but then I wonder what Latitude or Longitude I’ve 
got to?” (Alice had no idea what Latitude was, or Longitude 
either, but thought they were nice grand words to say.)

Presently she began again. “I wonder if I shall fall right 
through the earth! How funny it’ll seem to come out 
among the people that walk with their heads downwards! 
The Antipathies, I think—” (she was rather glad there was no 
one listening, this time, as it didn’t sound at all the right 
word) “—but I shall have to ask them what the name of the 
country is, you know. Please, Ma’am, is this New Zealand 
or Australia?” (and she tried to curtsey as she spoke—fancy 
curtseying as you’re falling through the air! Do you think 
you could manage it?) “And what an ignorant little girl 
she’ll think me! No, it’ll never do to ask: perhaps I shall see 
it written up somewhere.”

Down, down, down. There was nothing else to do, so 
Alice soon began talking again. “Dinah’ll miss me very much 
to-night, I should think!” (Dinah was the cat.) “I hope they’ll 
remember her saucer of milk at tea-time. Dinah, my dear, 
I wish you were down here with me! There are no mice in 
the air, I’m afraid, but you might catch a bat, and that’s very 
like a mouse, you know. But do cats eat bats, I wonder?” 
And here Alice began to get rather sleepy, and went on say-
ing to herself, in a dreamy sort of way, “Do cats eat bats? Do 
cats eat bats?” and sometimes, “Do bats eat cats?” for, you 
see, as she couldn’t answer either question, it didn’t much 
matter which way she put it. She felt that she was dozing 
off, and had just begun to dream that she was walking hand 
in hand with Dinah, and saying to her very earnestly, “Now, 
Dinah, tell me the truth: did you ever eat a bat?” when sud-
denly, thump! thump! down she came upon a heap of sticks 
and dry leaves, and the fall was over.

Alice was not a bit hurt, and she jumped up on to her 
feet in a moment: she looked up, but it was all dark over-
head; before her was another long passage, and the White 
Rabbit was still in sight, hurrying down it. There was not a 
moment to be lost: away went Alice like the wind, and was 
just in time to hear it say, as it turned a corner, “Oh my ears 
and whiskers, how late it’s getting!” She was close behind it 
when she turned the corner, but the Rabbit was no longer 
to be seen: she found herself in a long, low hall, which was 
lit up by a row of lamps hanging from the roof.

There were doors all round the hall, but they were all 
locked; and when Alice had been all the way down one side 
and up the other, trying every door, she walked sadly down 
the middle, wondering how she was ever to get out again.

Suddenly she came upon a little three-legged table, all 
made of solid glass; there was nothing on it but a tiny 
golden key, and Alice’s first idea was that this might belong 
to one of the doors of the hall; but, alas! either the locks 
were too large, or the key was too small, but at any rate it 
would not open any of them. However, on the second time 
round, she came upon a low curtain she had not noticed 
before, and behind it was a little door about fifteen inches 
high: she tried the little golden key in the lock, and to her 
great delight it fitted!

Alice opened the door and found that it led into a small 
passage, not much larger than a rat-hole: she knelt down 
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Preconceived
Cosmetically
Modularising
Aerodynamic
Rehabilitated
Stenographic
Domineering
Brainlessness
Unaccounted
Townspeople
Immovability

50/60pt

Unintelligible
Heartlessness
Promulgating
Intermarriage
Offensiveness
Emotionalism

24/30pt

Conversationalists
Miscomprehended
Reimplementation
Acknowledgments
Unenthusiastically
Mispronunciations
Conscientiousness
Recommendations

18/22pt

Flamboyant Wormholes
Quarrelling Helicopters
Misbehaved Dealerships
Scampering Phosphorus
Banishment Bashfulness
Reclassified Hillwalking
Farreaching Orangutans
Widescreen Foreclosure
Toolmaking Connection
Preventable Anniversary
Overlooked Bookkeeper
Salamander Nightingale

14/17pt
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Storytelling
Uncommon
Overhauled
Foreclosure
Deactivated
Invincibility
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Catalan 9/11pt

«Dóna amor que seràs feliç!». Això, il ·lús com-
pany geniüt, ja és un lluït rètol 
blavís d’onze kWh.

Czech

Příliš žluťoučký kůň úpěl ďábelské ódy.

Danish

Høj bly gom vandt fræk sexquiz på wc.

Dutch

Sexy qua lijf, doch bang voor het 
zwempak.

English

A quick movement of the enemy will jeopar-
dize six gunboats.

Esperanto

Laŭ Ludoviko Zamenhof bongustas freŝa ĉeĥa 
manĝaĵo kun spicoj.

Estonian

See väike mölder jõuab rongile hüpata.

Finnish

Wieniläinen siouxia puhuva ökyzombi diggaa 
Åsan roquefort-tacoja.

French

Portez ce vieux whisky au juge blond qui 
fume.

Hungarian

Árvíztűrő tükörfúrógép.

German

Zwölf Boxkämpfer jagen Victor quer über den 
großen Sylter Deich.

Icelandic

Kæmi ný öxi hér, ykist þjófum nú bæði víl og 
ádrepa.

Irish

d’Ith cat mór dubh na héisc lofa go pras.

Italian

Pranzo d’acqua fa volti sghembi.

Kurdish

Cem vî Feqoyê pîs zêdetir ji çar gulên xweşik 
hebûn.

Lithuanian

Įlinkdama fechtuotojo špaga sublykčiojusi 
pragręžė apvalų arbūzą.

Polish

Stróż pchnął kość w quiz gędźb vel fax myjń.

Portuguese

Luís argüia à Júlia que «brações, fé, chá, óxi-
do, pôr, zângão» eram palavras do português.

Romanian

Bând whisky, jazologul șprițuit vomă fix în 
tequila.

Spanish

Whisky bueno: ¡excitad mi frágil 
pequeña vejez!

Swedish

Flygande bäckasiner söka hwila på mjuka 
tuvor.

Turkish

Pijamalı hasta yağız şoföre çabucak 
güvendi.

Vietnamese

Do bạch kim rất quý nên sẽ dùng để lắp vô 
xương.

Welsh

Parciais fy jac codi baw hud llawn dŵr ger tŷ 
Mabon.
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Language Support
Abenaki, Afaan Oromo, Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, 
Amis, Anuta, Aragonese, Aranese, Aromanian, Arrernte, 
Arvanitic (Latin), Asturian, Atayal, Aymara, Azerbaijani, 
Bashkir (Latin), Basque, Belarusian (Latin), Bemba, Bikol, 
Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Cape Verdean Creole, Catalan, 
Cebuano, Chamorro, Chavacano, Chichewa, Chickasaw, 
Cimbrian, Cofán, Cornish, Corsican, Creek, Crimean Tatar 
(Latin), Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dawan, Delaware, Dholuo, 
Drehu, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, 
Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, Folkspraak, French, Frisian, Friulian, 
Gagauz (Latin), Galician, Ganda, Genoese, German, Gikuyu, 
Gooniyandi, Greenlandic (Kalaallisut), Guadeloupean Creole, 
Gwich’in, Haitian Creole, Hän, Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hopi, 
Hotcąk (Latin), Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Igbo, Ilocano, 
Indonesian, Interglossa, Interlingua, Irish, Istro-Romanian, 
Italian, Jamaican, Javanese (Latin), Jèrriais, Kaingang, Kala 
Lagaw Ya, Kapampangan (Latin), Kaqchikel, Karakalpak 
(Latin), Karelian (Latin), Kashubian, Kikongo, Kinyarwanda, 
Kiribati, Kirundi, Klingon, Kurdish (Latin), Ladin, Latin, 
Latino sine Flexione, Latvian, Lithuanian, Lojban, Lombard, 
Low Saxon, Luxembourgish, Maasai, Makhuwa, Malay, 
Maltese, Manx, Māori, Marquesan, Megleno-Romanian, 
Meriam Mir, Mirandese, Mohawk, Moldovan, Montagnais, 
Montenegrin, Murrinh-Patha, Nagamese Creole, Nahuatl, 
Ndebele, Neapolitan, Ngiyambaa, Niuean, Noongar, 
Norwegian, Novial, Occidental, Occitan, Old Icelandic, 
Old Norse, Onĕipŏt, Oshiwambo, Ossetian (Latin), Palauan, 
Papiamento, Piedmontese, Polish, Portuguese, Potawatomi, 
Q’eqchi’, Quechua, Rarotongan, Romanian, Romansh, 
Rotokas, Sami (Inari Sami), Sami (Lule Sami), Sami 
(Northern Sami), Sami (Southern Sami), Samoan, Sango, 
Saramaccan, Sardinian, Scottish Gaelic, Serbian (Latin), 
Seri, Seychellois Creole, Shawnee, Shona, Sicilian, Silesian, 
Slovak, Slovenian, Slovio (Latin), Somali, Sorbian (Lower 
Sorbian), Sorbian (Upper Sorbian), Sotho (Northern), 
Sotho (Southern), Spanish, Sranan, Sundanese (Latin), 
Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok Pisin, 
Tokelauan, Tongan, Tshiluba, Tsonga, Tswana, Tumbuka, 
Turkish, Turkmen (Latin), Tuvaluan, Tzotzil, Uzbek (Latin), 
Venetian, Vepsian, Vietnamese, Volapük, Võro, Wallisian, 
Walloon, Waray-Waray, Warlpiri, Wayuu, Welsh, Wik-
Mungkan, Wiradjuri, Wolof, Xavante, Xhosa, Yapese, 
Yindjibarndi, Zapotec, Zarma, Zazaki, Zulu, Zuni.

Story
Renwick is inspired by British humanist 
sans serifs. The text family is designed 
for use at small sizes, featuring 
generous spacing, open apertures, 
and a tall x-height. The display family 
has tight spacing, more weight 
options, and is intended for headlines.

OpenType Features
aalt, ccmp, locl, subs, sinf, sups, numr, 
dnom, frac, ordn, lnum, pnum, tnum, 
onum, c2cs, smcp, case, zero, calt, 
ss01, ss02

Figures
Lining (Proportional & Tabular), 
Oldstyle (Proportional & Tabular)

Glyph Set
Complete Plus

Credits
Latin by Reese Lee


